BAIRD to BLAME for ORANGE BLOODBATH!
BY OUR CHIEF CIVIC ROUNDSMAN
Dictator Premier Mike Baird was fully responsible for the National Party electoral
debacle at Orange last weekend and he should’ve been the first to fall on his sword
rather than the poodle Nats leader.

Barking up the wrong tree!
Contrary to popular opinion the election was not won and lost on the greyhounds issue.
That had been defused by the teary eyed apology and backflip earlier by the dictator premier
and his sidekick deputy.
The election was fought on the proposed forced amalgamation
of the local governments of Cabonne and Blayney with the
larger City of Orange Council.
Very much a similar scenario to Hunters Hill, Lane Cove and
the bigger City of Ryde.
And if dictator Baird doesn’t see the light and pull the plug on
these three local forced mergers he’ll pay the price the same
here and Anthony Roberts will be out on his ear at the next
state election, if he even lasts that long!
It’s Les Mis replayed live on stage here in TWT Territory as with
Brexit in UK and Trump in USA.
Baird, Toole, Roberts, Dominello, Tudehope, Sidoti will all be on
the dole queue after the next state election if they don’t Wake
Up and act NOW before it’s too late, because there are armies
of discontent within the Liberal and conservative ranks
preparing for battle for a new world order.
Anthony Roberts claims to be the third ranking member of the current government as Leader
of the House.
It’s time he showed some leadership then and stood up for the people he is supposed to
represent, or pay the price.
Or as Alan Jones would say, go down to Kmart and buy a new plastic spine!
We all know Robbo has lots of ability but it is overtime that he publicly displayed it.
Over to you Robbo.
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